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ABSTRACT
This article is devoted to analysis of speech acts of disapproval in the pedagogical discourse. The author of the article considers that in the pedagogical discourse, disapproval is the expression of a negative evaluation by a superior (i.e. teacher) in order to change the behaviour, performance, appearance, etc. of persons below (i.e. students). A distinctive feature of the pedagogical discourse is the desire for partnership, cooperation and demonstration of respect for students' personality, which explains the priority in choosing certain ways of disapproval.
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DISCUSSION
Most cultures have the notion that being polite in communication is an important aspect of creating good communication in order to show respect for others. However, when establishing communication and relationships with others, a mistake sometimes happens. The speaker may make a remark to others that he or she does not like or approve of his or her actions. Whenever the speaker makes a remark, he or she is not only making a statement, but also performing an action. In this respect, the utterance carries a high risk of interrupting the conversation.

The present study considers speech acts of disapproval as an expression of negative evaluation. According to L.R. Bezuglaya, speech acts of disapproval express a negative evaluation, which the speaker gives to the actions of another person, or what is happening around [3]. The general meaning of disapproval is subdivided into reproach, censure, condemn, accuse, etc. [8].

The pragmatic variety of functioning of speech acts of disapproval depends on the type of discourse - parameters of communicative situation. Thus, pedagogical discourse refers to the institutional discourse, which is carried out in certain communicative conditions, dictated by the format of professional pedagogical activity - the lesson. The purpose of expressing speech acts of disapproval in pedagogical discourse is not to provoke negative emotions, like in conversational discourse, but to change behavior, so the speech should be constructed so as not to offend the opponent (the student in particular) and contribute to the correction of noticed shortcomings.

The concept of pedagogical discourse emerged in the 1970s and was described as a situational and socially conditioned speech activity. Due to the fact that pedagogical discourse processes take place in the educational environment of educational classes and the main goal of communicators has didactic orientation, such discourse is also called "didactic".

The problems of pedagogical/teaching-pedagogical discourse were studied by linguists V. Karasik, A. Gabidullina, T. Yezhova, M. Oleshkov, Y. Shcherbinina, etc. [5,6,7,8]. According to T. Yezhova's concept "pedagogical discourse is a dynamic system of value and meaningful communication of subjects of educational process which objectively exists and functions in educational environment. [5]. The components of this system are discourse participants, pedagogical goals, values and a semantic component which ensures that the subjects of the learning process gain experience in designing and evaluating pedagogical and social
phomena”. A. Gabidullina, using the term “educational-pedagogical discourse”, defines this concept as a holistic social and communicative event in the sphere of organized learning activity, the essence of which is the interaction between a teacher and a student and which occurs within a specific educational and pedagogical situation with the help of texts and other sign complexes [6]. V. Karasik believes that pedagogical discourse is more structured due to the high level of regulation, status of participants, and ritualization. V. Karasik points to such a peculiarity of it as the presence of the discourse author (teacher) who is aware of the need to “generate” a text, is able to implement it in the form of his own didactic genre text, exercising planned influence on the addressee in a particular communication situation [8].

The general strategy of pedagogical discourse is an imperative strategy aimed at guiding all student activity in the classroom. It is implemented through specific tactics, the most important of which are the tactics of concentration, stimulation of physical and mental activity, establishing and maintaining verbal contact, and controlling student activity.

The imperative strategy at the initial stage of the lesson is implemented through the tactics of establishing verbal contact and enhancing mental activity. At the other stages (i.e. the explanatory or summarizing time) the task of the teacher is to stimulate pupils and students to be physically and mentally active, to make them work:

Who will go to the blackboard? indirect stimulus to action expressed by a questioning statement Well/ go/ Zumrad, please!// Let's remember the orthogram of vowels after the comma! — a demand-ask addressed to a specific pupil and a call for joint action, addressed to the whole class.

The tactics of maintaining language contact within the framework of the communicative-regulative strategy are most often used in the course of the entire lesson through different kinds of remarks-evaluations by the teacher’s Behaviour in the lesson ugly// Guys/ only Umrid answers// Are yo // You're shouting // Often these are negative assessments of pupils’ work in class Guys/It's already too much/they're all idlers/ Well/ look/ they're sitting alone/ doing a hundred things at once/ we don't write anything/ we don't do anything/ everybody gets a bad mark// These emotionally charged reproaches contain a strongly negative assessment of pupils' actions and even a threat.

The teacher’s speech is composed of stereotypical teacher statements. The most frequent are prompts forms of prompting depend largely on the age of students, on the types and stages of lessons, on the personality of the teacher (authoritarian, democratic), on the psychological type of class, on the type of speech culture of the teacher. So, for example, in upper grades prompting at the beginning of the lesson may be expressed by imperative form of the imperative inclination, But this is softened by etiquette such as: Please open your exercise book and write down the topic/ Often collective action forms are used which soften the degree of inequality and authoritarianism of the teacher. We write down/ We stress the spellings/ We solve equations// We start putting things in square// Also, the teacher uses indirect inducements by asking pupils When do we put a semicolon? // There are always lots of these questions in the lesson and the teacher uses them to stimulate the pupils into a mental procedure. The teacher also uses implicit forms of prompting How do we check?/ Do we check the prefix “pre” in any way?/ No// We need to remember what it means // So/ What does it mean?//

The teacher constantly gives feedback to pupils in class using the evaluative genre of 'pedagogical feedback'. These can be stereotypical pedagogical remarks or extended reproams Such remarks are directed at both physical actions and pupils’ intellect Anton, what happened to you? // Sit and sleep// Wake up, work// - the teacher rebukes the pupil for being passive and at the same time encourages him/her to be active Quietly, Aziz/ You are not clever/ Look carefully at the textbook// - a rebuke to the pupil for being careless.

The speech acts of rebeke can be grammatically realized through modal verbs.

The lexico-syntactic model of rebuke expression is as follows: Subject + could/might/should + Perfect Infinitive [10; 11].

In example 1, the teacher rebukes the pupil for not having read the school uniform rules.

1) Teacher: We have a strict black-shoe policy here, Munira. Your parents should have read it in the introductory rule book, page 142.

The modal verb "should" in combination with the infinitive in the perfect form expresses a rebuke about something that should have been done (reading the school rules) but has not been done.

The prevalence of the speech acts of reproach in comparison with other speech acts with the disapproval semantics is due to the fact that the speech acts of reproach is characterized by the situation of positive and constructive cooperation in problem solving and by the equivalence of the positions of speaker and listener [12], which is characteristic for the pedagogical discourse, where the teacher strives for informal communication.

In example 2, during the exam, the pupil watches what the other pupil is doing.

2) Teacher: Eyes forward, Anna.

The imperative construction is expressed without a verb, using the preposition forward. The
teacher uses a short sentence to correct a behaviour in which she disapproves of a pupil's peeping during a test.

In contrast to a correctional remark, a reprimand most often involves an extended expression of disapproval.

In example 3 the teacher disapproves of an article that the student has written for the school newspaper.

3) Teacher: I can't run this story, Salim. It's against every rule here, and your dad is on the board.

The inconsistency of the article with the school rules is expressed by the phrase it "is against every rule here", where the negation is expressed by the preposition against, which has a negative semantics - "disagreeing with a plan or activity" [17]. The combination of the preposition against and the intensifier every strengthens the categorical nature of the utterance. A phrase with the modal verb can't indicates the impossibility of publishing an article [18].

In example 4, the principal summoned a student to express his dissatisfaction with the film he had made about the students.

4) Teacher: Peddling this kind of trash makes you reprehensible. Do you know what “reprehensible” means?
Student: Yes, sir.

In this example there are two evaluation words with negative semantics: trash and reprehensible. The director calls the film "trash" - "something that is of low quality". For condemnations it is important that actions are bad and that the negative evaluation is given by the author based on his/her own subjective perceptions of bad and good [5]. The presence of the speaker's subjective assessment distinguishes censure from condemnation. In addition, it is the actions that are censured, not the person himself or herself. In this example, the principal refers to the pupil making his/her reprehensible, referring the negative quality to the pupil's personality, where reprehensible means "very bad".

Thus, in the pedagogical discourse, disapproval is the expression of a negative evaluation by a superior (i.e. teacher) in order to change the behaviour, performance, appearance, etc. of persons below (i.e. students). A distinctive feature of the pedagogical discourse is the desire for partnership, cooperation and demonstration of respect for students' personality, which explains the priority in choosing certain ways of disapproval. Thus, the results of the study showed that the pragmatics of acts of speech of disapproval is multifunctional, with the pragmatic meanings of reproach and remark-correction characterizing the mentality and culture of teachers.
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